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U8s

Session 4: Passing

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement with ball
-Passing while moving
-Techniques

Activity 1

MOVING GOAL (10-15min)
Coaches or coach and
player hold a penny
between them and form a
goal. Players pass the ball
through the goal. After a
few goals player and coach
move to another position.
Alternate pass on the
ground and then next pass
is chip over the penny.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

3 PERSON PASSING
(10-15min)
Two outside players have
the ball. Player in middle
receives pass from one
player and then passes back
to same player. Middle
player then turns and
receives pass from other
player and returns pass.
(use cones to mark spots)

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

KEEP AWAY (15-20min)
Start with number up (5v1
or 6v2 or even everyone
against the coach). Team
with the ball must pass and
keep away from the
defender.

Objectives

Click to insert session diagram

Progression:
-Play in pairs
-Only certain parts of foot can be
used

Print Form

Discovery Questions
-What did you need to think about
when dribbling?
-What did you change when
chipping the ball

-Keep body moving "on toes"
-Use both feet

-Movement, working to get open
-Passing to people that don't have
pressure on them
-Using all parts of the foot
-Pace of ball change
-Seeing and understanding
different options

-You need to keep moving to get
open but you wont get the ball
every time
-Use the appropriate part of the
foot and appropriate foot as the
play dictates
-Timing of passing (not too soon or
too late)

Discovery Question
Progression:
-Why do you need to move
-One touch
forward to receive the pass
-time them and see how many pass they can get in

Progression:
-Add or take away defenders
-As skill increases make space
smaller
-After "X" number of pass team gets
a point

Click to insert session diagram
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-Have head up so you can prepare
to pass
-Lock ankle, non-kicking foot at
target, strike ball at or just above
center
-Ball needs to stay close so you can
pass quickly

-Moving toward ball to receive
-Keeping ball on ground
-Movement after the pass

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

Discover Question
-When did you decide to pass?
-Why did you choose to pass to a
specific person?
-Why did you use "X" foot?
- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER
At this age there is still a limited
ability to remember more than one
task.
HOMEWORK:
Put a lawn chair in the yard and see
if you can pass it under and threw
the legs 10 times and then over
top 10 times.
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